
THE BIRDS

The use of this pattern is limited to individual and personal use. Sharing or distributing this pattern 
in any form is not allowed. It may not be used for commercial purposes, unless written permission 
is granted. Credit for this pattern should be included if displayed in any manner (such as a quilt 
show or exhibit). Individual users may enlarge or reduce the size of the templates for their personal 
use, but in no other way alter them. ©Angela Padilla, 2023. All Rights Reserved.

Finished quilt size: 40 x 40”

A fun, fun, FUN quilt perfect for that new baby’s nursery. 
Easy enough for a confident beginner!



Fabric Requirements - Suggested Yardage

Fabric Yardage
Estimate

Description Fabric Yardage
Estimate

Description

A
12 Assorted Fat 

Quarters
Background 

blocks

B
¼ Narrow border

C
½ Wide border An assortment of fabric

scraps for the applique designs

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut your background blocks and border strips using the layout and cutting guides provided 
on the next page.

2. There are twelve different full-size block designs. In several cases you will need to join 2 
pages (along the red lines) for the full-size block pattern. 

3. Cut your background blocks a little bit larger than the required size to allow for any 
shrinkage during sewing. I suggest you cut these blocks 1 to 1½ inches bigger than the size 
indicated, and then trim to size after the designs have been appliqued.

4. Applique each of the designs as the patterns are made available, using your applique 
method of choice.

5. Assembly and finishing instructions are provided on page 4.



LAYOUT GUIDE
(Measurements given are for FINISHED sizes and DO NOT include seam allowances)

CUT (these measurements DO include seam allowances):

• One background block measuring 10 x 22” from a FQ (trim to 8½ x 20½” after appliqueing)
• Two background blocks measuring 10 x 14” from assorted FQs (trim to 8½ x 12½” after appli-

queing)
• Six background blocks measuring 10 x 10” from assorted FQs (trim to 8½ x 8½” after applique-

ing)
• One background block measuring 18 x 10” from a FQ (trim to 16½ x 8½” after appliqueing
• Two background blocks measuring 10 x 12” from assorted FQs (trim to 8½ x 10½” after appli-

queing)
• Two strips measuring 32½ x 1½” of  fabric B for the narrow side borders
• Two strips measuring 34½ x 1½” of  fabric B for the narrow top & bottom borders
• Two strips measuring 3½ x 34½” of  fabric C for the wide side border
• Two strips measuring 3½ x 40½” of  fabric C for the wide top & bottom border



Attaching the borders:
1. Attach the borders in order, sewing on first the side 
borders, and then the top and bottom borders.

Quilting and Finishing:
1. Cut a piece of backing fabric and batting 3-4 inches 
larger than the quilt top. Sandwich the top (backing-
batting-top) and baste the layers together using 
whatever basting method you prefer.

2. Quilt in the ditch to hold the layers securely 
together. Add any other decorative or fill-in quilting 
designs you like.

3. Once you have finished the quilting, block and 
square up the quilt.

4. Bind using your preferred method. And don’t forget 
to add a label!

1. Join Blocks 1 and 2 into a vertical row.

4. Join the two strips from Steps 
2 and 3.

ASSEMBLING AND FINISHING THE QUILT
Keep the fabric requirements chart and layout/cutting 
guides on hand (provided on pages 2-3).

If you haven’t done so yet, trim the appliqued blocks 
to the final sizes indicated in the cutting guide.

2. Join Blocks 3, 4, and 5 into a vertical 
row.

3. Join Blocks 6, 7, and 8 into a vertical row.

5. Sew Block 9 to the bottom of the 
strips joined in Step 4.

6. Join Blocks 6, 7, and 8 into a vertical row.

7. Join the three vertical strips to form the qjuilt top, as 
show n in the illustration below.


